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How do you make flying lanterns

1 Buy a roll of wax paper. Wax paper is a thin, sheer paper used for cooking and arts and crafts. Wax paper is ideal for making sky lanterns because it's lightweight and translucent. Look for a roll of wax paper that's at least 15 feet (4.6 m) long. It should say right on the packaging how long it is.[1] 2 Roll out and cut 2 pieces of wax paper that are the
same size. Make the pieces longer than 2 feet (0.61 m) so your sky lantern isn't too small. Keep in mind that the longer the pieces are, the bigger your sky lantern will be.[2] Be careful cutting the paper so you don't accidentally tear it. Advertisement 3 Glue the pieces of paper together along one of the long edges. Lay the 2 pieces of paper on a flat
surface so they’re slightly overlapped lengthwise. Then, use a glue stick to attach the pieces of paper where they overlap. When you’re finished, you should have a single large piece of paper.[3] 4 Glue the short ends of the paper together to create a paper cylinder. Grab one end of the paper and fold it over so it’s slightly overlapping the other end.
Apply glue to the ends of the paper and press them together so they’re attached where they overlap each other. You should now have a large paper cylinder.[4] 5 Cut out a square piece of paper that’s slightly larger than the open ends. The square piece of paper will be the top of your sky lantern. Make sure the square is big enough to completely
cover one of the open ends, and then some.[5] 6 Glue the square over one of the open ends of the paper cylinder. Place the square next to one of the open ends of the cylinder. Then, glue the edges of the square to the edges of the cylinder so the open end is covered.[6] Advertisement 1 Buy a roll of metal wire to make the frame for your sky lantern.
Metal wire will easily bend and hold its shape, making it an ideal material to build the frame for your lantern with.[7] You can get a roll of metal wire online or at your local home improvement center. 2 Make a ring with the wire that has the same perimeter as the paper shell. To find the perimeter of the paper shell, lay it on a flat surface so the open
end is completely flat. Then, measure the length of the open end with a tape measure and double the length to get the perimeter. Once you have the perimeter, measure and cut a piece of wire that's 1 inch (2.5 cm) longer. Bend the wire into a ring shape and twist the ends together.[8] 3 Run 2 strips of wire across the center of the ring so they’re
perpendicular. These pieces of wire will hold the fuel you’ll use to light and launch your sky lantern. Twist the ends of the 2 strips of wire around the wire ring so they stay in place.[9] 4 Glue the wire ring inside the open end of the paper shell. Take the paper shell and hold it so the open end is facing up. Then, insert the wire ring inside the paper shell
so it’s about 1⁄2 inch (1.3 cm) away from the edge of the open end. Working your way around the ring, fold the edges of the paper down over the ring and glue them down to secure the ring in place.[10] Advertisement 1 Melt candle wax in a pan over the stove top. Candle wax will serve as part of the fuel for your sky lantern. Leave the melted candle
wax on the lit stove top until you’re ready to use it so it doesn’t harden.[11] 2 Dip a strip of cloth in the melted candle wax until it's completely covered. Any kind of cloth fabric will work. Use a strip that's around 1 foot (0.30 m) long and 1–2 inches (2.5–5.1 cm) wide. Once the cloth is covered with wax, use a pair of tongs to lift it out of the pan. Let the
cloth strip dry for 2 minutes.[12] 3 Tie the wax-covered strip of cloth onto the center of the wire frame. Turn your sky lantern upside down so the wire frame is facing up. Then, wrap the cloth strip around the middle of the wire frame and tie several knots. Continue tying knots until the whole strip is bundled up in the center of the frame and the ends
are no longer sticking out.[13] Advertisement 1 Light your sky lantern in a safe outdoor location. Sky lanterns can be a fire hazard if they’re not lit in a safe place under the right conditions. Never light your sky lantern indoors, and always check the weather before you light your lantern. If it’s going to be windy or rainy, wait and light it on a different
day.[14] Don’t light your sky lantern near tall trees or buildings. 2 Hold your sky lantern by the wire and light the wax-covered cloth. Hold a lighter to the cloth until it catches fire. Keep holding it once it's lit. You don't want to release it just yet.[15] 3 Continue to hold your lantern right side up until you feel it pulling upward. It will take a few seconds
for the fire on the wax-covered cloth to fill up the paper shell with air. Once it does, you should feel the lantern being pulled upward. 4 Release your lantern. Once you feel your lantern being pulled upward, it’s ready to be launched. Gently let go of your lantern and watch as it soars into the air. If there's no wind when you launch your sky lantern, you
may be able to collect it when it floats down from the sky. If it's a windy day, your sky lantern will probably travel too far for you to find it. Advertisement Add New Question Question Are sky lanterns safe? wikiHow Staff Editor Staff Answer This answer was written by one of our trained team of researchers who validated it for accuracy and
comprehensiveness. Support wikiHow by unlocking this staff-researched answer. Since sky lanterns have been known to start serious wildfires, harm animals that try to eat them and have even caused problems for airports, I would say that they aren't very safe, though it may be possible to use one safely if it is tethered, kept in a contained area and
watched closely while it is lit. Question Are sky lanterns legal? wikiHow Staff Editor Staff Answer This answer was written by one of our trained team of researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. Question Can I make it without fireproofing spray? In lieu of fireproofing sptray, you can soak the paper in a mixture of baking soda
and water and let it dry for a day. Question Could I just use a normal small candle? No, because its flame is too small for its weight. You want a fuel source that provides a good deal of heat while being very light. Question Can a small lantern fly? Yes, it will! Small lanterns might be even easier to fly since they're lighter. Question Can I use butter
paper to make this? Yes. You can use butter paper, but you must use fireproofing spray. Question What tape or glue is fireproof? You can buy flame retardant glue or adhesive at most hardware or craft stores. Question Can I use newspaper to make a sky lantern? If you do, the newspaper may catch fire, so I would not suggest it. Wax paper is used
because it is less flammable. Question How could I make these without fireproof spray? Soak them in baking soda and water, then let it dry for 24 hours. You can use this instead of using fireproof spray. Question Can a small but slightly heavy lantern fly? No, as it would be too heavy. Also, tissue paper will catch fire. Show more answers Ask a
Question Advertisement Thanks! Advertisement Kite paper or butter paper Measuring tape Scissors Glue Metal wire Candle wax Paper towel Lighter This article was co-authored by wikiHow staff writer, Kyle Hall. Kyle Hall works on the content team at wikiHow. He helps manage our team of editors and creates content for a variety of wikiHow
projects. Kyle continually looks for new ways to improve the content at wikiHow and make it more helpful and enjoyable for readers. He graduated from Eckerd College in 2015, where he majored in Political Science. This article has been viewed 1,291,920 times. Co-authors: 35 Updated: October 8, 2020 Views: 1,291,920 Categories: Featured Articles
| Lanterns Print Send fan mail to authors Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 1,291,920 times. "It was all great. I was especially impressed with other things to use in replacing items you may not have at home with items that most people have for every day uses. Thank you for your posts to the public. I will be uploading photos
once we've finished."..." more Share your story (Image via Favorite Mera B Michal)This Fall do something unique, creative, and FUN! Create lasting memories by making DIY Chinese Luminaries to light up the dark fall skies. This DIY is inspired by one of the coolest events ever - the Utah Lantern Fest. This event brought together thousands of
participants to release chinese lanterns into the night sky. How cool, right?!!Culturally, the release of Chinese lanterns symbolizes putting dreams and goals into the action or celebrating the life of a loved one or even simply wishing for good luck. The Chinese usually release lanterns during their yearly Lantern Festival celebrated during Chinese New
Year. Today, we want you to make your own Chinese lantern to release your own hopes and dreams into the world!Check out this HAPARI DIY to Create Beautiful Floating Chinese Luminaries below!DIY: How To Make Flying Chinese LanternsReady to make your own Chinese Lantern? The best instructional video comes from JolliCorp’s Youtuve
account. Check out her DIY video with helpful step-by-step instructions. We’ve also broken out the instructions in written directions below!Supplies Tissue paper 2 12” metal rings Kraft paper tape String Mod Podge Paper towels Candle wax Instructions Lay tissue paper flat on the floor and cut into 4 even strips. Measure each strip for 12” wide and
24” long. On each strip end, lay the measuring tape flat and cut in at 2” and 10”. Measure a half an inch in and cut a small strip so each strip edge folds up.Construct the Lantern Place 12” metal ring on top of two pieces of tissue paper. Add Mod Podge to edge folds on each side of the tissue paper and wrap around the edge of the wire. Repeat until
both tissue paper pieces are secure around the edge of the ring.Next, repeat and glue two other tissue paper pieces to second ring. Once both rings have papers around them, glue ends together to create a cylinder. Secure ends with kraft paper tapeMake your Base Add 2 pieces of string across each 12” metal ring to create a cross. Repeat on other
end of cylinder. Secure with kraft paper tape.Create your light! Fold 2 sheets of paper towel into a square shape and soak in candle wax. Once dry, poke two holes through the ends of the paper towel and attach to one end of the base. When you’re ready to light, simply light the paper towel and let your lantern float into the sky!Safety Tips Make sure
to release your lantern in a safe, open space. Be sure to have a fire extinguisher ready in case of any issues. Note please make sure to only use biodegradable materials when making these items.For more posts like this, check out the HAPARI Blog. We’re like your favorite lifestyle blog, but better - mostly because we follow the HAPARI code of
creating quality content you want to read. See you there!
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